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Welcome to the FUNGIS newsletter 

Report from the Chair 

In brief: 

• Reuben, though busy as always, provides a FUNGIS update from the Chair 

• Caroline Bruce focuses in on the activities of our Executive Committee 

• James Cook University PhD student, Debora DeFreitas, introduces herself, her studies 

and the Coastal Zone Network. 

• Maths, Science and Technology + Collaboration, Experience and Innovation =  

SMMCS.   

• Multibeam seafloor survey tool used to produce high resolution digital terrain models, 

obtain valuable seafloor data ,and improve knowledge of the Great Barrier Reef 

• ATGIS is hard at work and on the road in FNQ 

• Sandbags & Sandals hasn’t blown over … there is still some work to do.  

• And so, you’d like some humour perhaps? …  

         A mushroom walks into a bar and the bartender says "Hey, get out of here, we don't  

         serve your kind". The mushroom is offended, and asks “Why not? I'm a fun guy!" 

 

Dear members, 
 
It’s 2007 and I still have the millennium bug. Although the doom and gloom scenario turned 
out to be a fizzer I picked up a bug that after 7 years still has me in its grip. Back at the turn 
of the century I didn’t consider that my 20 week working holiday from the tourism industry 
installing a rural addressing system would instil in me such paranoia of being “left in the 
dark”. 
 
This fear drove me to accepting further challenges in the realm of spatial information for 
good governance.  This led to my involvement in Fungis and somehow I’m now the flamin’ 
chairperson. Who would have thought an IT Neanderthal such as me would persist in the 
world of GIS? Is it the camaraderie of the Fungis membership that has driven me? Or is it 
the desire to empower my friends and fellow northerners with spatial information? Or is it 
the financial gain?  I don’t really know the reason but thank those members and friends of 
Fungis who are guiding me on this spatial adventure. 
 
Fungis, good ol’ Fungis, has been around for over twenty years, gone through highs and 
lows, even stagnation at times but somehow it just keeps on going and in its quest for 
enlightenment, Fungis never sleeps. We have an increasing membership and growing variety 
of GIS users across our region. Well done to our members who have helped make it happen 
and supported each other throughout 2006.  
 
Last year, with the hectic cyclone season and its aftermath stealing much of our time, the 
Fungis AGM was delayed until September and was held along with possibly our largest ever 
annual conference. “Sandbags and Sandals” triggered further interest and involvement in our 
organisation from a growing range of spatial information users.  
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Report from the Chair                   (continued from page 1) 

 
 
 
“Sandbags and Sandals - An Emergency Spatial Information Management Forum in the 

Tropics” aimed to produce a summary reference document for publication. We have        
suffered delays in finalising this but expect to have it released very soon. It is envisaged that 
this document will be used to review and improve processes relating to the availability and 
use of spatial information in disaster management and recovery. I sincerely thank the many 
people from our region who contributed and in particular a big thank you to those who     
travelled from all over Australia to be part of this necessary forum.   
 
Another exciting year of Fungis is ahead of us with a keen new Exec committee champing at 
the bit. I’d like to welcome the new team aboard and wish you well in your decision to     
further the Fungis Mission. Once again we have a mixture of experience and new blood. I 
welcome all members to the monthly Exec meetings, and it is great to see a growing number 
of members helping with various roles in achieving our goals. 
 
Fungis is a stalwart of the Australian spatial industry and a valuable asset to this great part of 
our country. We are lucky to have a vibrant cross-section of GIS users on the committee 
which will auger well for the future of Fungis and also ensure that the fun in GIS is not    
forgotten during our positive knowledge-sharing activities. 
 
Although off to a late start, we have begun to organise ourselves into Task Groups for the 
year with planning started on several events and activities scheduled for later in 2007 - I  
encourage you to make sure you enjoy yourself and get along to at least one. Check out the 

new Fungis website www.fungis.org regularly for the latest details. Also, take a look in this 
newsletter at the section on the Task Groups for more information on what they are, why 
they’re in place and who’s involved. This will be the first article in a new series that focuses 
on the Exec to give you more of an understanding of who we are and what we do to keep 
Fungis running... 
 
A good number of our members are well founded in GIS but there are many who hunger to 
know more and a growing number who are just starting the journey. In my acceptance of the 
Fungis Chair, I believe I have made my platform clear and reiterate here for the membership 
that my mission above all else is to encourage the improvement of our communication tools 
and processes. The other activities I intend to concentrate on are GIS in schools, data access 
and influencing appropriate data creation. 
 
I thank the efforts of the previous Executive and helpers in the development of the new    
interactive Fungis website. The next challenge with this is to instruct and assist the        
membership in its use and encourage contribution towards its evolution. There is plenty of 
opportunity for helpers on the Fungis Task Groups.  
 
Don’t ask me what Fungis can do for you but ask yourself what can you do for Fungis...
Crikey’s, I know it’s well worn but it fits. The Fungis Constitution can be downloaded from 
the website and there is some value in acting on or at least understanding the objectives of 
our incorporated association. Yeah I know….let’s not forget the fun.  
 
Cheers 
Reuben Sinclair 
Chairperson, Fungis 
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The Executive Focus 

 
First of all, a big ‘thanks’ to members who attended last year’s AGM – it wasn’t a massive turnout, but we appreciate 
those of you who managed to join us after the excitement of the first day of ‘Sandbags & Sandbags’. We are also hugely 
thankful to the sponsors of the event, who donated lots of generous prizes: Big Cat Green Island Reef Cruises, Cairns 
Habitat Cruises, De Brueys Boutique Wines, and Cape Tribulation Camping and Sea Kayaking. 
 
‘Executive Focus’ is a new section which will keep you abreast of some of the activities happening within the          
Fungis Exec, focussing on a different aspect in each newsletter edition. 
 
To kick off the series, we take a look at the Task Groups (Subcommittees) after meeting the new Executive Committee. 
 

Who is on the 2007 Executive committee? 

 

Management Team 
 
Chairperson-                       Reuben Sinclair 
Deputy Chair-                    Alistair Hart 
Treasurer & Secretariat-     Meagan Smith 

 
Executive Committee – exec@fungis.org  
 
Caroline Bruce- Caroline.Bruce@csiro.au                                  Alistair Hart-  Alistair_Hart@health.qld.gov.au  
Reuben Sinclair - reubens@fungis.org                                       Bob Peever - bpeever@bordernet.com.au     
Geoff Mills - geoff.mills@nrm.qld.gov.au                                 Liesl Harrold - Liesl.Harrold@treasury.qld.gov.au  
Andrew Mitchell - AndrewMitchell@iig.com.au                        Narelle Barton - n.barton@cairns.qld.gov.au  
Adella Edwards - adella.edwards@jcu.edu.au                            Anne Stapledon -  anne@clearwater.com.au  
Rod Neilson - GIS@girringun.com.au                                        James Humphrey - lisa.hazell@det.qld.gov.au  
James Humphrey - james.humphrey@delta.qld.gov.au              Meagan Smith -  admin@fungis.org.au   
 

What are the Fungis Exec Task Groups? 

The Task Groups are working groups that were formed by the Exec to help advance Fungis’s objectives, as defined by 
you at previous Fungis gatherings and conferences. The directions of the Task Groups constantly evolve as need and 
member participation changes but our aim is constant – to bring these directions to reality. At each monthly Executive 
meeting, updates and actions are reported from each Task Group. 
 

What a great idea! Tell me more… 

The current Task Groups and their objectives are: 
 
 

Communications                                                                       Data Access 

coordination of newsletter (FungisNEWS)                                 Development of data access section of new website  
Promotion and use of website                                                     Promotion of data access and sharing among members 
Development of membership Skills Database 

                                                                                                    FungisEd (education)  
Professional Development/Workshops                                    Liaison with education sector  
Providing opportunity for members to enhance their skills        Engagement with Cairns/FNQ Teachers Group,  
and keep up with developments in the spatial industry                GIS in Schools (QSIO/Education QLD), TNQTAFE –  
                                                                                                    Spatial Mathematics in Schools Project (Mareeba Cluster) 

SSI Liaison 

Engagement with SSI Qld and SSI Northern Group                   Conference 
Negotiating co-promotion/co-hosting of events                          Organisation of annual event 
Ensuring reciprocal hosting of other’s newsletter items 
Growth of relationship with SSI Cairns and Townsville Town Groups 
Overseeing concordance of GIS skills registers 
 

(Continued on page 12) 
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The ‘Coastal Zone Network’         Debora DeFreitas 

 
Dear FUNGIS community, 
 
First, I would like to thank the Far North Queensland GIS 
User’s Group for this opportunity to talk about my work. 
 
My interest for coastal management issues started during 
my undergraduate course in Oceanography in 1995. Since 
then, I realized how important is the role of a coastal     
manager in dealing with lots of challenges over our coastal 
zones. It was during my Masters research on coastal      
management, specifically on aquaculture site selection  
management in Southern Brazil, that I discovered geospatial 
tools (especially GIS) as an important tool in coastal      
planning activities. 

 

However, in that time, I was still feeling that something was missing, something more      
applicable and participative involving GIS and management. Nowadays, as a                
Socio-Environmental researcher, I realized that although extremely useful for scientific   
purposes, spatial information and GIS should have a more interactive and significative role 
from the users’ perspective. Access to and participatory use of geospatial information to  
support more inclusive public participation has been a growing and major field of debate in 
natural resources management.  
 
Public participation geographical information systems (PPGIS) facilitate visualization,  
availability, and dissemination of information and provide a complementary alternative to 
traditional participation techniques. Despite its increasing incorporation in management, 
both public participation and geographical information techniques have been applied in    
decision making processes without considering the local-based context: people’s willingness 
to participate, user’s needs, and socio-cultural and institutional implications and barriers.  
 
So, when I started my PhD in January 2006, at James Cook University, I decided to          
investigate how geospatial Information and recent GIS tools has been used and how they can 
better support and incorporate more participatory approaches into the coastal management 
processes of the Dry Tropical coast of the Great Barrier Reef (Northern Queensland).  
 
I believe that by developing a conceptual participatory GIS model for the Dry Tropical Coast 
of the GBR, I will be able to understand and provide practical recommendations to address 
gaps in public participation and the applications of information and communication        
technologies (particulary GIS), and also asses to what extent geo-information technologies 
have been used to furnish access to information and to enhance participation. 
 
Currently, an online discussion forum interface - collaborative wiki                               
(http://www.coastalzone.net) and a weblog (http://blog.coastalzone.net) have been            
developed to allow continuous and dynamic debates on issues about coastal management – 
public participation – geospatial information.  
 

I strongly encourage you to participate in the Coastal Zone Network and I am looking    
forward to receive your feedback! 
 
For further information, please contact Debora M. De Freitas:  
Debora.DeFreitas@jcu.edu.au 
 
 
Thanks for your attention  
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Project Announcement:  
 

Let’s start with a few known facts and then add a few generalizations about where our creative energies will take this project 
over the next 12 months. For some time Fungis members have sought to get involved with projects such as this and here is an 
opportunity to do so. Actually any help will be warmly appreciated. See help hotline at end!  
 

The project proposal was successful in Round Three of the Australian School Innovation in Science, Technology and   
Mathematics (ASISTM) Project. Success meant that a little over $50 000 will be available to support the Geospatial activities 
outlined in the project.  
 

SMMCS aims to enhance the learning tools available for kids and teachers through applying GIS methodology and          
technology not only in the classroom but by also utilising the school yard and beyond. Spatial awareness activities based on 
digital aerial image mapping will be developed into a range of educational resources which utilize GPS’s, orienteering    
compasses and conventional map reading skills. Project deliverables include world class orienteering maps for each primary 
and secondary school in the cluster. 
 

The innovative feature of this project is the production of a series of Mathematics and Science Adventure Trails in, or nearby 
to, a student’s schoolyard. Over the course of the project the processes behind developing these tools will be made available 
to other schools.  
 

Rural and remote schools within the Mitchell River Catchment are involved; Biboohra, Mutchilba, MT Molloy, Mareeba, 
Dimbulah and Chillagoe.  
 

Professional spatial industry links have been developed with the Mareeba Shire Council, Atherton Tablelands Geographical 
Information Services (ATGIS), Queensland Association of Mathematics Teachers, Queensland Rogaining Association, 
FungisEd, TNQ TAFE and Mareeba Cluster Principals. 
 

As Project Leaders we know that to be successful this project must be a truly collaborative partnership. Because many like-
minded people have helped create this vision through both direct and indirect influences we are confident that many will also 
share the successes of this project. 
 

A few defining experiences which have helped shape the project to 
date, are listed below.  
 

·      Rogaining chat between Rod Gray and Terry McClelland, 
August 2005 – 4km south of Kingsborough. 

·      Fungis spatial adventure activity at Tinaroo (Dam Smart) 
Conference 2005. 

·      Visiting Jeanette at Mareeba Shire Council 2005, 2006 for 
school Data. 

·      Pilot orienteering map of Mareeba SHS, early 2006 (Rod 
Gray) 

·      FUNGIS conference (Sandbags and Sandals) 2006  
·      Project Briefing, Brisbane November 2006. 
·      TAFE support from Lisa Hazel, November 2006.  

 

The launch of the project took place at Dimbulah State School on the 
15th February, 2007. 
 

As the project deliverables take shape the Fungis website will be util-
ized to communicate the progress and outcomes. Any Fungis member 
who wishes to provide assistance is asked to contact Reuben Sinclair 
in the first instance. Details below. 
 
 
Project Coordinator:          Terry McClelland 
 
Fungis Contact:                 Reuben Sinclair 
                                           reubens@fungis.com.au  
                                           0407403296 

 

Spatial Mathematics for Mareeba Cluster Students  (SMMCS) 



The application of multibeam mapping to scientific 

exploration of the Great Barrier Reef 

 

 
The development of multibeam mapping, or swath mapping, has been one of the most     
significant technological advances in the tools used by marine scientists for the past 15 
years. Traditionally, hydrographic surveys were carried out with singlebeam echosounders 
following a grid of tracks, which can only receive single incidence reflections from the   
seabed directly beneath the vessel. Missing data was simply interpolated between the tracks. 
Multibeam systems can now simultaneously collect data using a broad swath of sound with 
multiple received beams reflected off the seabed. The results of swath mapping are        
high-resolution digital terrain models (DTMs) of the seabed that are equivalent to aerial or 
satellite imagery on land. 
 
 

Multibeam at James Cook University 
 
Through collaborations between Geoscience Australia, Australian Institute of Marine      
Science, Royal Australian Navy and industry, marine scientists at James Cook University 
(JCU) have become leaders in the application of multibeam systems in the Great Barrier 
Reef (GBR). At JCU, multibeam data have revolutionised geological mapping on the   
northeast Australian continental shelf and our understanding of coral reef development and 
modern seabed processes. Multibeam has assisted in locating and identifying the remains of 
fossil barrier reefs which stretch along the entire outer GBR in depths of about 40 to 70 m. 
The deeper parts of modern coral reefs have also been mapped, which reveal the multiple 
layers of ancient reefs built up to result in the reefs we know of today. 
 
Beyond the application of multibeam data to our knowledge of the evolution of the GBR, 
multibeam has assisted in discovering small holes close to the coast that vent freshwater 
seaps in the seabed. Ancient river channels have been mapped which provide an              
understanding of the development of the shelf when sea-levels were much lower. Offshore 
of the northern GBR, multibeam has been used to reveal rugged submarine canyons that 
plunge for over 1000 m to the deep abyss and which drain vast undersea landslides. As our 
exploration turns to the inter-reefal and offshore areas of the GBR, multibeam surveys will 
be critical in providing the baseline maps and identifying groundtruth sampling sites to   
better understand seabed ecosystems. 
 

What is a multibeam system? 

 
 
Compared to a singlebeam echosounder, a multibeam system is a much more complicated 
beast. A multibeam uses a multi-element array to transmit a wide angular swath of acoustic 
energy which can be up to 12 times the water depth. For example, in 50 m of water a swath 
width can theoretically be up to 600 m wide. The receive array measures soundings of the 
water depth across the swath and also the echo strength of the returns, which is called   
backscatter. The number of depth measurements across the swath varies between             
instruments but modern multibeam systems can record over 100,000 soundings per second. 
The multibeam system tracks the precise navigation of the vessel, gyro heading, and vessel 
motion data, such as heave, pitch and roll, to assign an accurate depth and position for each 
individual sounding. Survey lines are typically placed to have some overlap of swath      
coverage, which results in 100% of the seafloor surveyed and revealing high-resolution   
details of the seabed morphology. 
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Artist's impression of a multibeam survey using 
a wide swath to measure multiple depth points 
across the seabed surface. Image courtesy of 
Atlas™ Hydrographic. 

The JCU research vessel RV James Kirby at Towns-
ville, installed with the Reson™ 8101 multibeam 
system. Note the raised multibeam transducer on a 
side pole mount. 
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How is multibeam data is used? 
 
 
At JCU, a Reson™ Seabat 8101 multibeam system is mounted on our research vessel       
RV James Kirby, which is capable of mapping the seabed from 3 to 250 m depth.      
Bathymetry and backscatter data are collected at the first stage of any geophysical            
investigation of the seabed. The bathymetric data are used to generate sun-shaded relief   
images that reveal highly detailed seafloor morphology. These images are used to detect and 
interpret features such as coral outcrops, channels, sandwaves and other small objects. 
Backscatter is generated from the variations in acoustic energy reflected by the seabed, and 
generally, harder objects reflect greater backscatter energy than softer seafloor. Thus it is 
possible to discriminate variations in sediment type and hardness based on the backscatter 
image. When the bathymetry maps and backscatter images are combined, they form the  
basis for interpreting geological processes and features on the seabed, or are used to plan for 
targeted groundtruth sampling, such as underwater video or sediment grabs and cores. 
 

Multibeam data visualisation 
 
 
Bathymetry data can be combined with and overlain on other datasets, such as marine charts 
or satellite imagery, to show the relationships between other geographic features. The image 
of Shrimp Reef was collected by multibeam and the data converted into an interactive 3D 
DTM gridded at 5 m horizontal resolution using IVS3D™ Fledermaus software. The DTM 
was exported as an ESRI™ grid file for input to ArcGIS, and then overlain with a marine 
chart and computer-generated depth contours. A geotiff of the DTM was also converted into 
a kmz file for import as an image overlay in Google™ Earth. These examples of data      
visualisation are easily transferred as files for the public and available for viewing using 
freeware visualisation software. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       Figure 5. Google™ Earth view of Shrimp Reef, mapped as a  
                       kmz file and overlaid on true colour Landsat imagery of the GBR. 
 

Biography and contact information 
 
Dr Robin Beaman completed his PhD at University of Tasmania in 2005, and has since   
pursued postdoctoral research at JCU in Cairns. He is generally interested in marine         
geology, and his research is aimed at studying: the evolution of drowned shelf edge reefs; 
continental slope ecosystems; palaeochannels as marine wildlife corridors; and deep reef 
and shoal habitats on the GBR. Dr Beaman is an expert in the use of multibeam systems and 
his research using these tools has taken him to Antarctica, across the Pacific and the waters 
around Australia. For further details, contact him via email: robin.beaman@jcu.edu.au. 

Shrimp Reef on the central GBR. Note the ancient 
deeper terraces around the modern shallow reef. 
IVS3D™ Fledermaus visualisation software used to 
create an interactive DTM gridded at 5 m resolution. 

ESRI™ ArcGIS used to create a map of Shrimp 
Reef using a DTM overlaid with depth contours and 
a marine chart geotiff in the background. 
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Digital Road Network Data improves community 

services  and provides financial benefits 

 

 
The Tablelands region west of Cairns is an example of modern rural Australia with 
a road network connecting the Gulf, Cape York and Far North Qld regions. It is 
known for a variety of scenic locations, diverse industries and wide spread rural 
communities. To match this diverse landscape the region also has a mix of open 
country and complex, intertwined road networks.  
 
The majority of public roads are maintained and managed by the local Shire    
Councils.  Information on correct road names, connectivity, condition and            
addressing is used by all levels of government, industry and community: 
 
 
Emergency services: Knowing the correct road address and the best way to get 
there can save a life. The speed and accuracy with which units can be dispatched 
depends on the coverage and quality of the data used in their dispatch mapping   
systems. 

 

Local government services: Infrastructure planning, asset and maintenance             
management are only a few of a council’s activities that rely on detailed road       
information. 

 

Tourism: Visitors to the tablelands are faced with many journey options. Enjoying 
the variety of attractions, scenic drives and accommodations requires sound travel 
plans. Knowing where it is and how to get there can be challenging for visitors.   
Effective traveller information requires reliable road and address information.  

 

Transport and service providers: Many industry and governance activities rely on 
the transport of goods and services. Accurate road and address information and 
maps provide cost savings and improve service delivery. 

 
Traditional road data has been inadequate to effectively support all these needs 

 

Insufficient detail: Most available road data has had issues of quality and coverage 
that affect its utility. With possibly the exception of tourism, most maps have not 
provided accurate enough detail to suit many activities.  

 

Inconsistent/inaccessible information: Government datasets often have conflicting 
spelling or different names for the same road which reduces the effectiveness of 
widely used digital information systems. Data and maps are often outdated, difficult 
to access, or not suited to the intended purpose. 

 

Location accuracy: Spatial datasets of regional or state wide coverage have not had 
sufficient accuracy for detailed planning or on ground works. What side of the river 
is the road on? Which side of the road are the underground utilities? 
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The Atherton Tablelands Local Governments have resolved many of these issues 

 

The Tablelands Shires have in recent years updated their road and addressing information 
using Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and maintain this essential data in Geographic    
Information Systems (GIS).  It is the most accurate road data available. Mapping of the    
location and construction of council roads, state controlled and other roads has created 
greatly improved road network data suitable for all users of this information. 

Each of these councils now has centrally managed road datasets which provide an accurate 
base source and link to other operational and financial information. Errors, changes in     
construction or new roads can be added to this base dataset in a managed way and each 
Shire’s data can be effectively merged for use in regional projects and mapping products.    

 

ATGIS are delivering information tools and services based on this data. 

  

Integration of cross-shire services: The Shires of Atherton, Eacham and Herberton have 
developed a shared services relationship to make better use of their resources. Having the 
ability through ATGIS to integrate fundamental datasets such as roads and addressing is a 
keystone in effecting this relationship and shared service processes. These include asset 
management and maintenance planning. 

Updating state and national datasets: The high quality of this data has enabled              
improvement of the state digital road network which improves efficiency in the delivery of 
government services. 

 

Hardcopy maps and road directories: Using this base data ATGIS have published the first 
fully comprehensive road directory covering the  
Local Government areas of the Atherton, Eacham, 
Herberton and Mareeba Shires. This is a time saving 
tool for business and is essential in disaster        
management as proved in the 2006 cyclone season.  

Servicing industry needs: Accurate maps and    
spatial datasets specific to the needs of different  
industries can now being developed. The recently 
completed Tablelands Signage Project has provided 
consistent directional and distance road signage data 
for the many Bed and Breakfast style businesses 
spread across the area. The ongoing development of 
tourism specific spatial datasets and the                
implementation of this signage project are underpinned by spatially accurate road and      
address information.  

Infrastructure and development planning: Local Governments are required to undertake 
infrastructure planning to manage future development whilst providing sustainable            
environmental and economic outcomes. Most utility infrastructure is inextricably linked to 
the road networks with accurate information on their location and relationships now being 
applied through GIS to assist improved planning outcomes. 
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Sandbags and Sandals:  
Newsletter report 

 
Tropical Cyclone Larry, which rushed across the 
Queensland coast near Innisfail in March 2006, 
created an incentive for nearly 100 members of 
the spatial and emergency response communities 
to meet at the Cairns City Council Civic           
Reception Room in September 2006. 
 
 
Sandbags and Sandals brought together these 
communities to document the existing              
applications of spatial information in response to 
this major disaster, and to record knowledge and 
experience that has been acquired since.          
Opportunities for learning abounded as spatial 
information was applied in response to a cyclone 
in Far North Queensland, far more vigorously 
than ever before. 
 
 
The first day of presentations incorporated spatial 
information experiences from both commanding 
and technical personnel involved in disaster    
management. On the second day, delegates      
examined the CRCSI Emergency Management 
Demonstrator Project and also participated in two 
group workshops. The intent of the workshops 
was to identify priority needs and actions to     
improve the contribution of spatial information in 
the management of future disasters. 
 
 
By drawing together spatial, research and       
emergency management personnel, to share, 
workshop and record real spatial needs identified 
in response to a major disaster, Fungis aims to 
release a document of lasting value to the spatial 
and disaster management communities. This 
document is due for release in the coming weeks. 
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In addition to the active participation of the delegates, Fungis would like to thank each of the following generous 
supporters of our spatial information forum “Sandbags and Sandals”, and our Fungis AGM. 
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The Executive Focus                                                       (Continued from page 3) 

 

“Badboys, Badboys, what you ‘gonna do?  

What you ‘gonna do when they come for you” 

 
THIEVES who stole global positioning     
systems (GPS) from a warehouse in New 
York state were apprehended after authorities 
activated the tracking  devices to locate them. 
 
Fourteen GPS were stolen from a warehouse 
in Babylon, New York. The town had 
planned to use them to track its municipal 
fleet of vehicles. 
 
Police and municipal staff said they remotely 
activated the devices and were led to the 
home of one of the culprits who was found 
fiddling with one of them. 
 
The thieves thought they had snagged cell phones and planned to sell them.  
 
Source: 
(http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,21103339-23109,00.html) 

          __________________________________________________ 

Sounds interesting –how can I become involved? 

The Executive needs as much help as we can get to achieve our Task Group objectives. We therefore 
encourage Fungis members to join these groups and assist where you feel you can be of value. It’s 
great to see that some of our members are already on the Task Groups! To register your interest in 
helping out, please contact the Task Group team leaders via the emails as listed below.  
Get involved, support your organisation! 
 

Communications:                                                        communication@fungis.org    

•      Team leader – Caroline Bruce 

 

Continuing Professional Development:                     cpd@fungis.org 

•      Team leader – Bob Peever 

 

Annual event 2007:                                                     fungis2007@fungis.org  

•      Team leader –  Vacant 

 

Data Access:                                                                 data@fungis.org 

•      Team leader – Geoff Mills 

  

FungisEd (education):                                                 education@fungis.org  

•      Team Leader – Vacant  

(temporary Team Leader Reuben Sinclair) 
 

SSI Liaison:                                                                 ssi@fungis.org  

•      Team Leader – Adella Edwards 

 
Caroline Bruce (on behalf of the Communications Task Group) 

We’re on the Web! 

www.fungis.org 

FUNGIS - Far North Qld GIS 
User Group 

The Secretary 
FUNGIS (FNQ GIS User Group) 

PO Box 1920 
Cairns Qld 4870 

Secretariat :          Meagan Smith 
                             Phone: 0419 545521 
Chairperson:        Reuben Sinclair 
                             Ph: (07) 4091 8605
                             Mob: 0407 403296 

Email: admin@fungis.org 
“Hello?….Mum?...Hello?” 

“The Executive 

needs as much 

help as we can 

get to achieve 

our Task Group 

objectives” 

If anyone would like to submit an article to the FUNGIS  newsletter,  

or would like to offer some comments (preferably positive ones),  

please send an email through to:  admin@fungis.org 

Cheers ☺ 


